
Hello, 
 
I don't intend to bore you with a plethora of mid-life dive statements of how I am over qualified but 
have a zeal to get back to the basics. How everything in life has brought me here to the perfect 
opportunity, and how we all wish we could be a part of something bigger than ourselves. But hey, I've 
already dropped the punch line haven't I? 
 
Living in the North Auburn, CA area, I spend my most of time operating a small Marketing & Production 
company uniquely named, On the Bus, Productions. It was born in 2011 when I made an inherent 
connection between my skills as a short film producer and musician with professional commercial 
production and marketing ploys. Being a Sales Representative and/or Marketing Manager for most of 
my career, it gave me an advantage above the rest and created a one-stop-shop for small business 
owners like myself. So I started building websites, maintaining marketing programs, building brands and 
designing logos, flyers, production ads, commercials and more. I pay the bills, clean the bathrooms, talk 
to clients, answer phones, do the forms and do the taxes. And there's the "well-rounded" individual 
statement. Sorry, these cover letters just call for this type of statement.   
 
When it comes to Team Management, I hold a natural ability. Communications and Organization are my 
next strongest super-hero suits. Being the one to resolve an issue with an unsatisfied customer honestly 
brings me joy and I am a complete natural. I know, stop it; but, you should know, it's just the way I tick. 
Folks like me and I like them. With that in mind, you should know I also enjoy working on small teams. 
Unfortunately, I lack a certain ability in patience as I am used to doing all the work myself. While I 
possess the skills required for the office as well as the field, I prefer a fast paced environment and 
become irritable with slow paced decision makers. I develop urgency in every project and work quickly 
and deliberately once I have over analyzed a situation and mapped out a direction. Success comes from 
the belief that failure is a learning step in the right direction. Fear of failure creates a stagnant 
environment. In other words, I'm a self starter and tend to lead the willing.  
 
At this point in my career, I am changing directions from Sales to Administrative. I have plenty of 
experience in Office Management and Administrative skills. (please refer to my attached resume, that I 
really hope you have, or this letter will really seem quite inappropriate) I basically have learned that I 
don't want to do the hard, cold sales calls anymore and look forward to more of a customer service 
position or directing calls at this point. So, here at the end, the question isn't if I am qualified for the 
position I am applying for; the question is would I compliment the office team culture and environment. 
Don't worry, I'll be asking myself the same question when we meet.  
 
I look forward to hearing from you. Feel free to contact me if you still have an interest in filling your 
position.  
 
Thank you, 
 
Corrie Vallance 
President & Founder 
On the Bus Productions 
 


